Committee of Safety
Common Law Court
[note: corrections made as of July 6, 2012/]

In Case number 120201

Dated June 22, 2012

Accuser:
Deborah K. Swan
Accuses:
Rick Light, aka "Minuteman"
[The Indictment was sent to both the Accuser and the Accused on the above date. The Accused has neither replied
nor agreed to answer the Indictment before a Jury at Trial. The following is the wording in the Indictment sent to
the parties. Any additions, for the sake of clarity, will be within [brackets]. Understand that the evidence that was
submitted and accepted by the Grand Jury is not indicative of the guilt of the Accused. It does, however, raise the
possibility (probable cause) that the charges made are true. Only the Accused can defend against the accusations
with evidence and testimony that he can provide to the Court to dispute that which has been provided by the
Accuser.]
The Common Law Court has no authority to require you to appear. The Accuser came forth voluntarily. If you
do not come forth voluntarily, and refuse to answer to the charges contained in the Indictment, there is nothing
that the Court can do to compel you to do otherwise.
The Court, however, will post on its webpage, the Unanswered Indictment, for all who wish, to see and to
comment. The wording of the Indictment may be changed to clarify certain portions, since some Exhibits may
not be made available when an Indictment goes unanswered. The Court hesitates to promulgate certain activities
when those activities are the based on the charges.
You have ten days (weekends and holidays excluded) to indicate that you intend to voluntarily answer the charges
contained in the Indictment. If the Court has not heard from you in that time, the Unanswered Indictment will be
posted. If you reconsider, at a later date, the Unanswered Indictment may be removed and trial schedule
established.
If you choose to answer the Indictment, you should go to the Committee of Safety - Common Law Court Forum,
at http://www.committee.org/LibertyTree/index.php, and register. Once you have registered, advise me of your
username at the Forum so that I can provide access for you to where the exhibits, Complaint, and all other
information you might desire, will be available. We must deal with access in this manner to assure your privacy.
Only those authorized by the Court will be given access to that portion of the Forum.
Once you have indicated that you will answer to the charges, within the ten days indicated above, the Court will
schedule the trial to begin no less than 20 days after receipt of your notice to the Court.
You will be allowed to call any witnesses that you wish, and you may submit any evidence that you wish. The
decision of what may be submitted will be left to the Jury, not to the Court. The Jury's determination will be
whether they wish to consider testimony or evidence submitted at trial during their deliberations.

The Accuser will also have the right to provide additional evidence and to call witnesses to testify. The same
determination, by the Jury, will apply to the Accuser's evidence and witness testimony.
If a witness for either party refuses to answer questions in cross-examination, the Jury will determine whether to
consider the testimony as prejudicial, by refusal to answer questions put to the witness. The other party will
conduct the cross-examination, and, the Jury will ask questions of witnesses, if they choose to do so.
There is no limit to the amount of evidence, nor to the number of witnesses that may be called in any proceeding.
There is no time limit on the duration of the trial.
Both you and the Accuser will be allowed to appoint any one person to serve on the trial (petit) jury, so long as
that person is willing to take the oath that is taken by all jurors. This is to assure that both parties will have insight
into the deliberations of the Jury, rather than have doubts as to what is transpiring during deliberations.
The Trial will be held at the Forum, in a "Courtroom" which has limited access. Witnesses will have to register at
the Forum to testify, and will only be allowed access to the Courtroom during their testimony. Only parties to the
action and specified Court members will have access, during the trial. The Jurors and most Court officials will
have read only access and may not participate in any discussions during the trial.
There will be no oral testimony, unless it is submitted in the form of an MP3 audio file. All testimony shall be in
writing, within the Forum, and under the appropriate Topic.
Upon completion of the Trial, a record will be made of the provable facts of the case. Unsupported allegations
will be removed, so that no erroneous information can be construed from that record. The Trial record will then
be posted, along with the Verdict, so that any who choose to review the Court record can do so, with a full
understanding of the information provided to the Jury, and used by them to come to their verdict. This will
include any sustainable counter-charges.
You will also have the right to file any counter-charges, without need for review by the Grand Jury, should you
decide to answer the Indictment, so long as the charges are involving the Accuser.
This procedure is established to provide for the highest attainable justice that the Forum in which it is heard will
allow, while still protecting the privacy of both parties, and others involved as witnesses or members of the Court.
If you are prepared to answer to this Indictment, or if you have any questions, feel free to contact me at Clerk of
the Court.
/s/ Clerk of the Court
Sent via email, read receipt, this 22nd day of June, 2012.
clerk@committee.org

*****

Unanswered Indictment posted at Liberty Tree Forum/ Common Law Courthouse/ Unanswered Indictments, July
5, 2012

Count 1: Libel
That the Accuser has claimed that the Accused stole $10,000 from the "Dollars4Dyer legal defense fundraiser".
[Exhibits were available to the Accused if he followed the instructions, above. They are the Exhibits considered
by the Grand Jury that led to the current Counts on the Indictment. They will be included herein, where possible,
with links to those not suitable to this format.]

[Links to Exhibits:
Exhibit A39 is the entire audio file. Exhibits A39-02; A39-03; A39-05; and, A39-11 are excerpts specific to the
charges. The excerpts are explained as follows:
A39
entire audio
A-39-02
1 hr 7 min - 1 hr 8 min
Darren claims that Mrs. Dyer never sees the raised funds & that the Accuser steals them
A-39-03
1 hr 13 min - 1 hr 15 min
Shane claims that the Dyer family never saw the receipts for the raised funds & that the Accuser stole it
A-39-05
2 hr 25 min - 2 hr 33 min
The Accused insinuates that the Accuser "covered her tracks" with where the money went
portions to be applied to Charge #1:
A-39-11
29 min - 30 min seems to contradict Exhibit #G5]

Count 2: Libel
The Accused lied about the relationship of the Accuser and Mrs. Dyer, regarding the "Dollars4Dyer legal defense
fundraiser" PayPal account and whether Mrs. Dyer had access to funds raised, with the intention of discrediting
the Accuser.
[Exhibits:
A05, See Count 1
G05, See Count 1
G09, See Count 1]
A39
entire audio
A-39-01
39 min - 41 min
Mrs. Dyer claims that the Accuser is "stealing time from her that's needed to make the money for Charles'
defense" & that the Accuser never setup a fundraising "ChipIn" for her
A-39-04
1 hr 54 min - 1 hr 57 min
Sandman said, "I've been concerned about Ms. Swan for a while" "Our militia outfit here took donations for the
Dyers" and sent it to Mrs. Dyer directly, without any ChipIns.
A-39-11
29 min - 30 min seems to contradict Exhibit #G5]

Count 3: Defamation
The Accused and his known associates have lied to Mrs. Dyer in an effort to damage the Accuser's credibility
with her.

A35 - audio conversation with Mrs. Dyer
A39 entire audio
A-39-01
39 min - 41 min
Mrs. Dyer claims that the Accuser is "stealing time from her that's needed to make the money for Charles'
defense" & that the Accuser never setup a fundraising "ChipIn" for her
A-39-06
1 hr 24 min - 1 hr 37 min
the Accused claims that there are "bad apples," that the Accuser has "no proof," that the Accuser is "controlling,"
that the Accuser "spreads rumors," that the Accuser lies to her fanbase
A-39-07
1 hr 42 min - 1 hr 44 min
Unknown person says that the Accuser was "always calling the Dyers asking for money", and that the Accused
claims that the Accuser alleges "everyone is a fed".
A-39-08
2 hr 2 min - 2 hr 7 min
Shane claims that the Accuser harassed Mrs. Dyer during the live broadcast; the other men suggest paying to
change Mrs. Dyer's number & controlling access to it; also, the Accuser is claimed to have a "sociopathic
attention-whore, martyr complex"
A-39-09
2 hr 11 min - 2 hr 20 min
Shane claims that the Accuser & Edogz rented out an entire floor of a local motel near where the J4P trial was to
be held, Shane claims that the Accuser is a dog "to be put on a leash," Shane also claims that the Accuser was a
troublemaker when Alarm & Muster was around
A-39-10
2 hr 35 min - 2 hr 44 min
the Accused is claiming that the Accuser called J4P so often during the manhunt that she was somehow
responsible for enabling the feds & LEOs to triangulate J4P's cell phone signal

Count 4: Libel
The Accused has claimed that the Accuser made death threats to Charles Dyer's attorney.

Count 5: Threatening
The Accused has threatened the Accuser with harm.

Count 6: Entrapment
The Accused gave the Accuser's minor (at the time) daughter an "illegal" with the intention of having criminal
Counts brought on the Accuser.

Exhibit 52 (Was A32 email) - See Count 5
A32 conversation with Rick Light
A50 conversation with Mike Lewis

Count 7: Extortion
The Accused has made a list of demands for the Accuser to comply with.

Count 8: Defamation
The Accused claimed that the Accuser has been involved in illegal activities with other members of WRAM.
A15 - partial transcript in Exhibit A15-A

EXHIBIT A15-A
Transcription of a WRAM Member discussing Rick Light and spreading false allegations

Templar:

to ah see what they have going on and try not to offend anybody again

Deborah

-------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

after I went up there I got band not long after that so

Deborah

---------------------------- ---------------------------------

Templar

Well they band me from the their web site because I said the wrong things

Deborah

-------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

kind of like Lewis got banned again

Deborah

-------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

ya know I think what I did was I challenged Rick, um on something he said and he got all hurt
about it and they decided to band me which is easier and they accused me of being affiliated with
you and all this crazy talk …

Deborah

-------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

they said that I was involved with you doing fraudulent felon type thing, and I looked at them and
told them that was other bullshit and I had never even talked to you and that’s what really got me
going, I said Well now I need to have a talk to her and see what the cause of all this is

Deborah

-------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

they accused me, they they have been telling me for a couple about three months to stay away
from you, you’re a trouble maker you have stolen money, you were a felon, I don’t know it just
went on and on and on and on and on it’s like the more stuff they talked the more I wanted to talk
with you

Deborah

------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

you know egotistic ah certain people are and I see how, I can see how they are they believe
everything that come out of other people mouth, and in my circle we (INAUDIBLE) family out
there

Deborah

------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

they were saying that we were ah committing fraud and I was involved with you guys and
involved with you and ya know they threw out ah ah Johnny Cochran which know who they are
referring too. Another person let me tell you how this started originally.

Deborah

------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

I went out to Ricks place before the WRAM existed, before all these web sites existed, more than
a year ago. And I took my, I went out there and met them and he seemed okay, for the most part.
Then I brought my militia out and we went out there and we tried to train, and then he started
acting really strange ah he decided he wanted to play war games with my guys with a rifle, now
we didn’t know if it was loaded or not but my guys really wanted to shoot rick back because
they don’t like having a loaded gun pointed at them, well not a loaded gun a like loaded weapon
loaded gun pointed them.

Deborah

------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

THAT THAT THA REALLY Pissed THEM OFF. All my guys are former military, and it really
got them going. So to keep them from ah probably ah doing bad things to them, I decided it was
time to leave. So we left. And uh, because of those war games my guys always had the thought
that ah he was pointing live weapon to them, so every one of us had ammo in our riffle, we
weren’t there to screw around, we were armed, and we came out there to train and he kind of mis

represented his training area to us we brought ropers we brought all kinds of stuff. And uhhhh, ya
know I’ve been in the militia a long time and I’ve been in the movement over the years, but
mainly it’s the love wolf. After that little incident we really didn’t have a group anymore, and I
came down here and became part of it here. And ya know Rick and I were talking and online we
were talking and that’s how we got together and the same way I met Lewis was I believe on the
RBN web site? Is that the right name of it?
Mike

inaudible

Templar

and ya that one ya. Right. And um that’s how we got together. But ya know and then I heard,
then rick told me that same story, that uh, that uh, that he did to us, I heard him specifically telling
a group of people he did to Johnny Cochran’s group. The exact same deal
And that same deal; now he doesn’t want to go back out there either. And then I met some of
them other people at one of their little meet up things and right after that I got banned because I
ah talked back to rick and I disagreed with his sannoptionous.

Deborah

-------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

ya, Christina’s house

Deborah

------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

and I also disagreed with the way they were doing a few things and I offered my own
instructions, and rick didn’t like that too much, and uh then I get banned, and then I got royally
pissed off at them,

Mike

and then he got pissed off at me because I asked him who this land owner was who owns 11000
acres because this is passing on private property with a rifle or hand gun through a farm is a
felony. And he goes man he cussed me out one time and wouldn’t tell me who the lands owner
was.

Templar

he told me who it was a long time ago but

Mike

his ranch his sons both side of spring’s I tried to verify it and he got mad and cussed me out

Deborah

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mike

he’s a real fat guy?

Templar

he’s a real idiot

Deborah

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mike

ya he came to train with us one time at camp murphy and he told us he was a marine sniper ,
inaudible……….. Kevin aka Maverick if you’r going ever come out to train with us again then
you need to apologize for impersonating to be a navy seal. He said he wasn’t going tos apologize
and he cussed me out and hung up on me.

Deborah

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mike

Last week when Rick was talking to me he said that Kevin Eshtencamper had all his money was
stolen out of his bank account, and said it was from someone in Spring.

Deborah

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

I don’t know how that works because I know that in Texas a CHL you can’t have any of those
and still keep your license.

Deborah

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

Rick views you and he views Lewis as a threat for whatever he is doing out there.

Deborah

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

Like I told Lewis uh, last night or the night before ah, a lot of things that Kevin (Maverick) has
told these people, about things there and everything , is 100 percent wrong and incorrect. I think
I said that every point I think I said something is about a hundred people he just killed.

Deborah

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mike

well we had a talk about how to service chemical warfare, and he wasn’t saying anything right,

Deborah

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Templar

everything he told these people was wrong or backwards, and I was sitting there listening to this
and I occasionally I would input a topic but I didn’t want to get banned again so I made sure it
was okay first with Christina Hannan and then I told then ah told what they really should do and
then he turned around and ,
END

Count 9: Inimical to the Patriot Community
The Accused and his known associates has been consorting with employees or agents of the government,
especially the FBI, in regard to the Charles Dyer affair.

Exhibit 67B - transcript of Exhibit 67 (follows audios)
Exhibit 67 conversation with Darren Wilburn

Exhibit 67-1
0 mins (start of audio) ~ 7 mins 15 secs.
Talks about his involvement and contacts established with the FBI and Joint Terrorism Task Force....
Exhibit 67-2
35 mins ~ 39 min 30 secs
says He has talked to FBI about Charles home burning down. Then says when orders comes across "Our" desk
and uses the word "We" In the conversation a couple of times and the accuser questioned him on his use of this
language....
EXHIBIT A67-B

Darren:
Hello
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren
morning
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren
uh ok
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren
ya I know. It was here too they showed up here, and had the block surrounded
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren
what’s that?
Darren:
ahh probably about 6 ½ hrs. after they released you.
-------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren
I was expecting them for being here as we. As soon as they talked to you that they’d be showing up here as well.
Umm The problem is, and they were very , they were very courteous, they called Amelia she’s out of town, they called
Amelia and told her they were out front of the, and asked if I would come out and speak with them.. So I went outside and
there were only 2. One was with the Joint Terrorist task Force, detective and the other was a FBI.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren
and they didn’t tell me at the time but they have cursers blocked off and off the block everywhere. I found
out from the neighbor later so I called the FBI agent back cause he left his number with me and I said listen man I I I thank
you for not showing up with a Task Squad but you could of told me house you had the neighborhood shut off, cause not the
neighbors are pissed off.,
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren
ya
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren
well I can understand to secure the perimeter, because if I was in charge of that operation I would do the same thing,
secure the perimeter before I made contact but he didn’t tell me at the time and its no big deal I understand their
procedure,but it would have been nice to have a head up so when the neighbors calls started coming in I’d
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren How did they get in the house?
Darren: no I talked to his mom and I talked to Jan and Amy and they told me what happened they stopped them down the
road and made them say they had a flat tire to get people to come out
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren but they still can’t come in without a warrant I don’t understand how they got in
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren: well they had to give permission to come in then
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren they told Amelia that they took out numbers out of your cell phone how they did that because they can’t do that
without a warrant either.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren oh ok
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Darren ya it’s alright it’s no problem I, were not angry at you I was just wondering how they got in and how they got in
your cell phone without a warrant
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren O my God!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren: the FBI told me that it hasn’t been released yet but they’re about to do a national media blitz, they are going to put
his face on all major news channels and their gonna put it out there that he is armed and dangerous and then there gonna...
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren well that’s why we gotta we, we, I I have set up with an attorney to get a safe return, ummm
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren no I understand and I’ve been looking at the US Observer thing and its so far they look like they can help , but the
first thing I mean let’s put the cart before the horse, I can’t get , I ve got contact with media, uhh, um national media, who
are some of the producers for the MTV
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren Gene Pool?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren oh Ken Western
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren: now it’s a flight to avoid prosecution from the state of Oklahoma, now hopefully he is hiding out in the woods
somewhere in Oklahoma that way there is not FEDERAL charge
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren well here is the problem Debby,
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren Debby I understand, hold on slow down now, I understand his concern, and he has every right to be concerned cause
he has been pushed for two years, however there is no way this is going to get better as long as he is on the run
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren right, but, but the problem is there is no avenue in our laws constitutionally or otherwise other than a court.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren even the constitution says he has to go to trial
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren: I understand, I understand that’s why I still want the governor to appoint us a special investigator to oversee the
judicial process and to make sure his rights are not squashed, here is what I am trying to do just so you know I want the one
trial to be over seen so he has a chance to present his defense because I do believe if he gets a fair trial he will be acquitted
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren
okay the only way a governor can do this is to appoint a special prosecutor, excuse me a special investigator
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren now what I’m gonna try to do is I’m going to be calling her office again Monday morning un with the media the
media to document as much of this as possible and I can use that as pressure on the governor’s office by saying listen, this is
going to the media, you have the opportunity to resolve this peaceful this man is a resident of your state and if you refuse, this
will go out in the news that you refused to get involved by solving this problem
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren Debby your preaching to the choir. I know this.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren Timothy McVeigh was never militia, that’s a bunch of bull shit he would never, look that’s a whole different story
he has nothing to do with Charles.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren ok, alright I want you to slow down your getting very upset, ok alright if, when this national media blitz comes out,
it will, every uniform cop in the US will be gunning him down. Now, they’ll be completely justified by the eyes of the public
in law because he will be listed as armed and dangerous and they will pound his reputation down into dust
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Darren well not yet but they’re about too, and as long as he is on the run he is in serious danger
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren well holds off on that right now because Amy, I told her how to contact Hammond and make him return the money
and any that his lawyer is keeping he has to provide her an itemized dollar breakdown. If he refuses or even hesitates she
understands that she is supposed to tell him that she will contact the Oklahoma bar association and file an
immediatecomplaint against him for theft
Darren Well I don’t know I just talked to her today.
Darren so umm and they’re getting overwhelmed, while I was on the phone, check this shit out, while I was on the phone
with his mom, she said hold on it was a toll free number let me see who this is, so I stood by and she came back on, and this
is the second time in two days, someone has been calling her and trying to get money out of her saying that if you’ll give me
this much here I will uh I will make sure Charles will get clear of all charges. There trying to extract money from this fucking
family when they have already been through the ringer for two tears. It’s unbelievable there are fucking vultures coming out
of the woodworks trying to make money on this shit.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren Well … um… Right now right now first thing is his safe return we all know what’s gonna happen so we have to get
him in before this media blitz
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren
well that’s his call to make I just wanted to pass this information on that there are options in this, and this,
it’s getting worse by the day.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren don’t don’t don’t pass this information around cause that’s, o my god, (heavy sigh)
Alright
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren I I I understand I’ve got one attorney in Kansas and one here in Florida that will negotiate his safe return and ensure
that that happens.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren And and then on top of that I’ve got calls into the Governor I really I really think we can put pressure on the
governor through the media
Darren But if we wait, it=f we wait until this media blitz gets out
Darren Did you see what Hate trackers did to you?
Darren I don’t give a shit I was just wondering if you knew about it.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren (laughing
Darren I know they listen Hate tracker’s they don’t, they don’t have, their Intel comes from WRAM
Darren ya I don’t I don’t I haven’t been on WRAM I don’t go on there, I haven’t clicked on it to see what their even writing
about this cause I know it won’t be very ……
Darren Well I think it’s unethical for western or Pool to run around telling their personal opinion, I mean all they are doing
is tainting the jury pool
Darren Wait, a minute wait a minute, uh which state did you call him from
Darren no no you did not record him
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren you did not
Darren Florida’s statue privacy of communications Statue 930 clearly states that it is a felony to audio records someone
without their consent.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren UN law enforcement is allowed an investigation of a potential felony crime
Darren yes
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren well if they think you are harboring a fugitive then they can investigate and record you, now if your recording from
Oklahoma then that’s okay but you did not record him because Florida’s statues.
Darren are are you listening to me at all?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Darren if you’re in jail then you can’t do a damn thing for Charles
Darren most the states that are around the United States are what is called a one party state. Which means that one person is
aware its be recorded but Florida is not. It’s a two party state and it is a third degree felony
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren okay uh do, do, do you have any attorney friends at all?
Darren no I’m just talking about someone who can talk to you, I can’t give you legal advice but I’m not an attorney I work
with them
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren, I work with them but I really really would hope that about how deep you are in this that you would have some
professional legal advise
Darren as long as you were in Texas that’s fine, ya if you’re recording from Texas than this fine, you have to cover the law
still
Darren it doesn’t matter right now at this point , you and I and anybody else, becomes a flight, anything that they can arrest
us for or puts pressure on us
Darren it doesn’t matter if they’re ethical, they got a job to do and their gonna by do it. We can have two things, safe return
and a fair trial.
Darren Well, well if that’s even a possibility, if its eve an possibility but at this point its snowballing and it’s going to get
harder and harder so there’s that that (inaudible),
Darren he is helping them, he’s helping them by being on the run.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren he’s giving them everything they need to to to to destroy the patriot movement
Darren Debby that is very kind of you but that will not solve this problem alone
Darren you need a good solid plan making smart decisions
Darren well they don’t have a choice in that if he gets his money
Darren you you know he was granted his change of venue right
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren yes he was you can ask his mother.
Darren he was given, on Saturday he was granted his change of venue, now granted it’s not that far away but it’s out of
Stevens County.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren well his mother has the paperwork
Darren yes she has the court order of the extension and she has the change of venue
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren you you have to understand that that is not how; constitutionally that’s not how the system works
Darren he has a right to face his accusers, but he has to face them.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren that’s right, you’re right Hammond absolutely must be fired.
Darren there was a comedian years ago who said ya know you have to keep this in mind about people, he said somewhere
on this planet is the worst doctor in the world, that’s true for all professions----------Darren well this has to go, it has to go in sequence, okay, and right now, if Charles, he’s gonna have to sit in jail until trial,
he’s gonna have too, turn himself in , then we can, we can get this shit out of Duncan Oklahoma. Well it’s already out of
Duncan, it’s been moved to some place called Lawton.
Darren please don’t say that cause if he hears that he is going to believe that n (inaudible)
Darren if your saying things then he’s going to hear that
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Darren that means who ever you’re talking too is going to spread through the network (inaudible) going to be killed.

Darren so you tell me how they are going to (inaudible) the media well have an attorney whose involved too that has
negotiated a safe return then he can turn himself in and then when he comes to turn himself in his attorney will have control
of him. How the hell are they going to kill him and justify that in the media?
Darren I I know, I’ve seen all these things I’m aware of that.
Darren alright, alright, so in a perfect world that you envision, this is the way I understand it is please tell me where I am
wrong, Charles stays on the run and he stays under the radar and somehow magically his charges go away
Darren do you think that’s possible anywhere? I have been working in the legal Justice system for 20 yrs. and I have never
heard of anything like that ever existing.
Darren that’s why someone outside of Duncan needs to oversee this!
Darren You’re… You seem to have the advantage to see that if he goes to trial again that the results are going to be exactly
the same!
Darren Right, bit our constitution sets up a court system, now when the courts operate within the constitutional guidelines
and I do say if because it was obvious that in Duncan Oklahoma at the last trial they did not, but if the courts, if we can force
them, and we can do this through the media, and get a special investigator through the governor’s office or the state
attorney’s office they won’t have any ploys, but to go through the trial as it should be done. And then I believe he will be
acquitted, and his evidence will clear him
Darren but until then, that is the only situation that can work out in his favor, again
Darren the governor, what a governor does, she’s not the above all end all brilliant mind of the state; she is just the most
charismatic person in a woman’s position. She is going to appoint someone who is a specialist and then advise her on what to
do.
Darren the only way the “we” as “We the people can do that is through the media, get the media to expose the corruption in
Duncan County.
Darren but you can’t do it with local media cause they’re all in bed together, it’s a little small good old boy network and
nobody wants to step on anybody’s toes, and yam know they all have to go to the same little Poe dunk reassuring and play
golf on the same little shitty gold courses ya know they’re all in bed together.
Darren it’s gotta come from outside the county.
Darren: none of this is going to matter at all if this national media blitz goes out and his face is plastered everywhere, and
then they put that combat marine and armed and dangerous militia everywhere
Darren: What I am waiting on is for Charles safe return, he has to be back
Darren No, I’m doing everything I can do to get everything set up but the first thing is first and that is saving his life.
Darren I will walk side by side with him.
Darren I will walk in with him with a MTV film crew.
Darren: alright then I will be in touch with you later today.
Darren Okay I’ve got the call in his name is Vincent Ventuaella and he is in Oklahoma right now
Darren I just called him last night and he is just getting word of this and he is deciding well first he is going to get some
video footage shot of the governor’s mansion and the state capitol and then he is going to call me and I’m going to call Jan
and ask if she’s going to want to speak with and make a statement to them She’s met him before, He’s been to her house so
she knows who he is.
Darren: There is no such thing as a Timothy McVeigh Militia
Darren alright, okay, I’ll give you a call later today and Vince said he would call me this morning, so as soon as I hear from
him I will get back with you.
Darren I know that and I talked to the manhunt last night and I told the FBI Agent , see the agent that were here knew
nothing about his case. They didn’t even know about the fire.
Darren ya know Deb it wouldn’t change their actions. They’re given orders in a, let me map this out, It would they’re given
orders, an order comes across our desk that says national manhunt naturally we have have to follow up with every lead, we
don’t know anything about his case whatsoever
Darren I’m sorry?
Darren: We meaning we don’t know anything as in his and his office, the FBI office here locally.
Told me that they knew nothing about it
Darren: we just know that there’s a national manhunt for this certain individual

Darren Well Well I don’t know if they have been up too see Nancy or not but, if they, they have already been here, they
have been to you, and they have been to Laredo,
Darren Let me ask you this, if you were in charge of this investigation,
Darren let me answer my question. Everybody that you can establish listen let me tell you everyone thinks the internet is
secure and it’s not
Darren the first time the agents were here they told me that they have people that do nothing all day except scour the
internet, they know everything that you’ve written I’ve written
Darren to answer your question you asked why they would go see Nancy because they know that Charles and Nancy have
had correspondence in the past
Darren what do you mean she works for them?
Darren ok I thought you meant that she was an actual paid agent but I’ve never spoken to her
Darren I didn’t know I mean I’ve heard her name but and I’ve never spoken to her
Darren alright, we’ve never met her before but I and Amelia are very aware of some other people that are like that.
Darren alright well let me let me speak with Vin this morning, like I said he is on Oklahoma time so it’s only 7; 45 there
Darren but hell uh I think, ah what time does Jan usually get up I don’t want to call her too early I know she is going
through a lot of stress.
Darren I I know she told me
Darren What’s that?
Darren I I’ll do what I can I don’t have any money of my own and I have not worked steady since last October.
Darren I don’t even have that option right now, I’ve got my jeep parked over on the side of my house because the freakin
repo people are after it
Darren well that’s where the other car is
Darren Ya I’m I I I know how that works

END

A21 Audio w/ Ken Western, FBI
A 42 Audio ADMIN of WRAM discussing Rick and FBI involvement
A 32 audio Rick and I about Christina
A 34 audio former member of WRAM discussing Rick and FBI
A 36 audio ADMIN and member of WRAM discussing FBI
A 66 audio Amelia Foxwell discussing Rick being connected to the FBI
[An additional Count was added to the Indictment on July 5, by the Grand Jury, as a result of the Court receiving
an email (Court Exhibit A) from the Accused in response to his being served the Indictment.]
Count 10: Intimidating the Grand Jury
The Accused, upon receipt of Notice of Indictment, replied the Court with a threat, attempting to intimidate the
Grand Jury and discourage it from its duties.
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